
Subject: Re: New Svetlana 300B tubes for $95.00
Posted by Wayne_Parham on Sun, 01 Apr 2001 09:44:18 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

That's good information.  I think it would be good for you and Alex to know each other, as you and
I do now.  It's simply another option and another source.  I think he can get parts for you at a cost
that is attractive, and he is quality conscious, as I am.  His post showing "November 2000" parts
indicates this - He will procure only the newest stock, and not some "old stuff off a truck."  I'm sure
you are aware of how important it is to verify this with Russian suppliers, because the black and
grey markets exceed the legitimate sources 10 to 1.What prompted this post from Alex is the large
number of high quality tube owners - yourself included - that are participants in this forum.  Many
of those that own, or are currently building or purchasing Pi Speakers are also tube amp
enthusiasts.I've been in Odessa several times.  My brother in law, Alex, and I usually spend most
of the time together going places and doing things.  Last time I was there, I felt that we should
build an electronic ignition system for cars - because many of the people there have cars that still
use contact breaker points.  So we went to find a 15 amp, 250 volt transistor with gain in excess of
50.  That's a perfect output device for a car's spark transformer coil, and the only expensive part in
my ignition system's design.This kind of part in America costs about $15.00 in single unit
quantities, and it was less than $5.00 in Odessa.  So we built the ignitors for a fraction of what
they cost to build in America.Since I knew that high quality tubes are also expensive, I suggested
that Alex look for specific tubes in Odessa - just as we had for the ignition system's transistor. 
He's a radio man, and so he's as familiar with this stuff as we are, and he has found the best
Russian brand - Svetlana.  I've given him a couple of tubes to start with - the 300B and the
2A3.I'm hoping that he will be able to get tubes there at a good price, and then everyone is happy.
 I also suggest that he be given a list of other popular tubes to find, so he can find information
about price and availability for those devices as well.Thanks for your reply, Stan.  This may be
good news for Alex, and I'm hoping that it is mutually good news for you, your customers and
friends, and others on this forum as well.
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